American Airlines Collection
History of Aviation Collection

Box 1

Photographs: American Airlines pilots and flight attendants

Collection of photographs of members of 1968

Corporate history and structure of American Airlines 1935 "The Grey Eagles"

Interviews with American Airlines employees

A Brief History of American Airlines

Articles by C.R. Smith, President of American Airlines, Inc.

Box 2

Interviews with American Airlines employees

Film Inventory (16mm)

727 Electrical System (20 minutes) 1964

727 Fire Protection

727 Air Condition and Pressurization (EAL) (14 minutes) 1963

Boeing: The 727 Story

Aerology Thunderstorms - USAAF (23 minutes) 2 copies 1942

Fueling the Lockheed Electra - Shell 1959

B-727 Flight Controls (15 minutes) 1964

Aerodynamics - Air Foil - USAAF 1942

Approach to land ILS - ICAO 1958
Rain removal system - Boeing 1960
727 Hydraulic power systems (10 minutes) 1964
Operation Guillotine: 707 Fatigue test (11 minutes) 1959
Modern weather theory 1950
N 247 Convair 240 Unscheduled landing 1957